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l. The Importanc.e of Loads

rt is now recognized that the importance of determining the actual loads
to which structures and particularly buildings are subjecled has not been
appreciated to the extent desirable, with a few notable exceptions (l:6). rn
view ofthe increasing attention which has been devoted in recent years to the
problem of the load carrying capacity and. so to the safety of structures, it is
logical to strive for a corresponding advance in knowledje of the actual live
loads on structures, since no refineients in the methods oi design analysis can
compensate for inaccuracies in load assumptions. Recognition of ths impor-
tance of loads at this congress of the r.A.B.s.E. is therJfore to be welcomed.

conventional load assumptions and design methods have resulted. in safe
ses. This fact, however, only indicates
;ner-s and by the authorities responsible
des. ft is neither proofofthe accuracy
of design. The real degree of safety in

ma,ny structures is unknown; there are indications that many structures at
the 

-present time provide either excessive or non_uniform safety.
structures are designed to perform a given function adequaiely, i.e., first,

with adequate safety against collapse during their lifetime; and, second, with

NRC 5454



86 R. F. LEGGET - W. R,. SCI{RIEVER I b I

adequate protection against deformations which would impair their service.

The former aim, safety against collapse, is generally of primary importance.

The possibility of collapse of a structure depends on a large number of

factors which can conveniently be grouped into two main variables: Loads

and carrying capacities (strengths). Design loads and design strengths are

quantitative values which are selected by the designer or code writing autho-

rity, partly based on records of actual loads and of strength properties of

materials obtained from tests and partly on the basis of judgement. Since loads

and strengths cannot be predicted with certainty but only with some degree

of probability, the concept of probability must form a basic part of a realistic

approach to design. Design is thus closely tied to the prediction of the variation

of loads and of the strength which must be expected. Determination of the

probability of coincidence of very high loads with very low strength which

will lead to failure, becomes the crucial problem. Notwithstanding the fact

that the nature of the problem is probabilistic, the use of theories of extreme

values will only find its full justification where factors with a random distri-

bution are involved. This is not always the case and many decisions in design

have to be made on basis of judgement and experience. Thus good design will

consist of a consideration of the probability of failure by statistical methods,

modified by judgement in considering all service conditions of the structure.

2. Recent Changes in Approach to Loails

If the actual loads acting on a given type ofstructure were plotted in form

of a histogram or frequency distribution curve, and ifthe load carrying caPe-

cities or strengths of the same structures could be obtained and plotted in the

same manner in the same graph (see fig. 1), it would become apparent that

even if a structure is designed very conservatively there will always be a

certain, even though very small, chance that the capacity of the structure

might be exceeded by the load, as indicated by the intersection -F of the two

curves. If the design "f&ctor of safety" of the structure is increased, the right

We lU1 Rr R6 Hegnitude of
loeds ! $englhs

Fig. f. Frequency Distribution Curves of Actual Loads and Strengths'
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hand curve is movod further to the right but the probability of failure does
not become zero. rn other words, there is no such thing as alsolute safety.

what is the factor of safety in the structures of the imaginary exampie in
fig. l? rs it the ratio of the mean values Rolwo or is it the ratio of a conser-
va,tive (low) strength to a conservative (high) load, RrlWr2. Gteat variation in
the value Rrlw, is possible, depending upon how conse,rvativery the design
strengths and loads are selected. since, frequently, there is no obvious upi"
limit to the loads and no obvious lower limit for the strength, it is nof im-
mediately apparent what the factor of safety really is. rf would therefore
seem desirable, as pointed out by x'nuuonnruar, [7], to establish in principle
a procedure in which the conventional concept of the factor of safety does
not occur. The "probability of failure" appears to be the only rationuiqoro-
tity defining the degree of safety achieved. in any structure.

The concept of safety, however, seems to be so deeply engrainsfl in the
minds of engineers at the present time that the idea of *orking witn a ,.probabi-
lity of failure" appea,rs to be generany unacceptable. rt may therefore be
necessary to retain, at least for some time, the concept of safety in design
rather than the probability of failure, but it is hoped that more and more
engineers will come to view safety in terms of the probability of failure.' 

rn the past, with conventional desig3, a margin o}safety has been achieved
by two means - by using an allowable stress, which was & certain fraction
of the yield or breaking stress of the materiar, and by selecting a design load
which was set at a certain level above a,verege loads. Both these factors con-
tain a margin of safety; together they determine the true reserve of strength,
or the probability offailure. A change in either one of them means a change
in the probability of failure. More recentry methods of design have been tasea
on ultimate load factors defining the ratio of the collapse load to the assumed
working load. No matter what method is used, the real problem of design is
the appropriate choice of the probability of failure.

Two approaches can be visualized in the choice of a suitable value for the
probability of failure. A theoretical and rational means of determining the
probability can be found from purely economical considerations, as suggested
by several authors notably Tonno.re [g] and Jonrsow [g]. These authors
have suggested the principle of making the total cost of ihl structure (con-
sisting of initial capital cost plus maintenance cost plus the cost of insurance
against collapse) a minimum, assuming that the probability of failure can be
adequately estimated. As this is not generally possible ho*ever, because of
the lack of sufficient information, it may be necessary to resort to another
method which would be based upon calculating the probability of failure
inherent in existing structures. The results mighi then indicate in a general
way what probability of failure society and, more particularly, the engiieering
profession have come to accept by evolution, through gradual adjustment ol
design loads and stresses throughout the years. This has been done recentlv
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by some authors, their studies indicating that the probability of failure of

existing structures may be of the order of one in one million.

In view of the many d.ifficulties encountered in a more rational approach

to structural safety, it is not surprising that there are many differing views

on the practicability of applying the theory of probability to the calculation

of load factors. One point. however, seems to stand out. Since design loads

have such a decisive effect on the probability of failure and yet in the past

have been selected mainly by estimates, a worthwhile improvement can be

achieved by assembling factual information on actual loads. The collection of

such information is an undertaking which has been urged by leading authori-

ties such asBaKEB, Honxn and HnynreN [10], Pucsr,nv [ll], the Institution

of Structural Engineers [12], X'nnunnrqrslr, [7] and others. The collection of

this information is an undertaking of considerable magnitude since it should

be on a national or international scale. It is beyond the means of university

research as stated by Bernn, Honr'rn and Hnvrvnw.

3. Canadian Approach to Load l)etermination

In Canada, the vital importance of actual load records for the determina-

tion of proper design loads in build.ings and other structures has been recognized

by the Associate Committee on the National Building Code, the body respon-

.ibl" fo" the preparation of the most wideiy used building regulation in Canada.

Approximatety half of the urban population of Canada now live in municipali-

ties which use the National Building Code. It is thus apparent that the design

loads specified in this Code have a significant, influence on the cost and safety

of a large percentage of all structures being built in Canada'

The committee responsible for the code is appointed by the National

Research Council of Canada. It is a group of 20 expert individuals - eng'ineers,

architects, building officials, builders - who are selected to serve as individuals

and not as representatives, on a professional and geographical basis. To assist

it in its work, this Committee has set up three Advisory Groups dealing with

the three bases of the Code - structural safety, public health and fire safety.

The Group concerned with design loads is the Advisory Structural Group,

whose terms of reference are, briefly, to keep the Code continually under

review with respect to all aspects of structural sufficiency, to ensute that the

Code is in accordance with the economical use of all structural materials, to

consider new developments in structural design and to suggest to the Associate

Committee how best such new developments can be covered in the Code, and

to bring to the attention of the National Research Council's Division of

Building Research special structural problems which require research and

investigation in Canada.
The policy of the Associate Committee is to revise the National Building
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code at intervals of about five years. A completely revised edition of the codeis planned for 1g60. The work of preparing revised parts of the code is beingcarried out by special revision committees, oo" ol which deale specificail|
with design loads.

rt may be noted that the Advisory structural Group deals with att typns
of structures and structural materials and tlus is uniquet canada in bringing
together in a common forum specialists in the variousLterials of construction
such as steel, concrete, wood and other materiars. The Group has recognized
the fundamental importance of the proper assessment of design roads forstructural design, as shown by the Group's recommendation to the Division
of Building Research that it should institute a number of special stud.ies ofactual loads, parbicularly snow loads on roofs but also floor loads, earthquake
Ioads and wind loads. These studies a,re now in progress.

4. Stuilies of Looils in C,anada

loads. specification of snow roads for doigo puq)oses is a mostimportant part of a buila;ng code in a country rike canaia *L""" snow generany
provides the heaviest load to be resisted by roofs. Design snow loads conse_
gf"tly have a significant influence on the cost of constirrction. A particular
difficulty in specifring snow loads in canada results from the 

"i"",ft-n-" 
*;;

and its varied climatic regions. The snow coyer on the gro'nd d*iog a normal
winter varies from a few inches in the southem part Ir British columbia, toabout 2 feet in the populated areas of southwest€m Ontario 

""; a;;;, ;;;
to approximately B to 4 feet in some northern areas such as Labrad.or, with
much greater snowfalls at high elevations in the mountainous regions of B. C.and Alberta.

rn the National Building code (r9b3), use was made of detailed snow depth
observations on the ground recorded dudng the years of 194r-1950. The
snow loads given in the code were calcurated from the maximum recorded.
*"gY d"pJ! on the ground, using an assumed. average specific gravity, plusthe
weight of the maximum 24 ho'r rainfall during rvlar-cn 1rs1. rrom these figures,
a map was prepared giving snow loads for a horizontal s'rface in the form ofcontour lines (see fis. 2). The code makes allowance for the slopes of roofs and
recommends consideration of non-uniformly distributed snow where shape,
differences in roof level, insulation qualities, the orientation of a building orits proximity to other buildings may cause unusual accumulation of snow.

A-lthough these snow loads were more rational than in the previous ed-ition
of the canadian Building code, the fact remains that the loads are based onsnow measurements on the ground and thus may not be truly representative
of actual snow loads on roofs. Accordingly, thJ Advisory siructural Groirprecommended in r9b6 that the Division of Building ReseJrch should conduct
a countrywide suwey of actual snow loads on roofs in ord.er to deterrnitre ithe
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relationship between snow loads on the ground and snow loads on roofs, and

to assess factors which affect the accumulation of snow on roofs, particularly

the effects of wind, shelter, shape of building, heat loss, and solar radiation.

This survey was started in the winter of 1956-1957. Measurements are being

made each winter at 66 locations from coast to coast. At some of the stations,

complete measurements are made with permanent snow depth ga,uges installed

on flat and sloped roofs and with density mea,surements taken weekly and

after heavy snowstorms. At other stations simpler'observations are taken by

volunteer observers who merely take depth but no density measurement's.

Residential roofs and large hangar roofs at airports are being observed. Eig' 2

shows the locations of the various observation stations'

Although full observations for only two winters are available to date, the

early results suggest certain tentative conclusions. The assumption of a uni-

formly distribuied snow load on roofs is seldom realized in areas with even

,ro"*ol wind (see fig. 3). The average snow load on roofs is less than that, on

the ground by an amount which varies widely, depending on wind and other

factors. Certain roof shapes tend to develop localized snow accumulations

which may be much deeper than the snow on the ground (see fig' 3)' This is

Fig. 2. Snow Loads in Canada.

-40- Design snow load on a horizontal surface (lbift'z) according to the National Buil'

ding Code of Canada (I0psf nz 50kg/m'9).

o Detailed bbsorvations I Observation stations of the NationalResearch Council's Survey

o Sirnple Observations J of Snow Loads on R'oofs'

t
. U

. A'4
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particularly the case on roofs with several levels and upon curved roofs. Heat
loss through the roofs and solar radiation reduce snow depth only under
favourable conditions.

^ 1o" determining snow loads for the mountainous are&s of western canada
for the lg60 edition ofthe code, it is proposed to use a new approach based
on empirical relationships between snow load and elevation above sea level
within each of a number of crimatic zones, similar to the rule followed in
Switzerland, France and Austria.

Roof failures due to snow loads are, unfortunately, not uncommon in
canada. The winter of tgbg-l9bg brought greater than normal snowfall in
parts of canada, particularly in the areas east of Lake Huron, where a number
of collapses occurred. one of these failures occurred. in a hockey arena with
a curved roof supported by ll0 ft. span wooden trusses and resulted in the
tragic death of seven boys and one adult. such failures serve to remind engi-
neers of the importance of design snow loads in Canada.

Wind' loads' Wind forces on structures result from differential pressures
caused by the obstruction to the free flow ofthe wind. The forces are therefore
functions of the velocity of the wind on the one hand and the size, shape and
orientation of the structure on the other. rnformation on wind. loads must

and aerodynamics.
rts of the National Code Building take
velocity, the increase of veloci[. with

g.-: : '

Fig. 3. A Triangular snorv Accumulation (Maximum Load g0 lb.isq. ft.) R,esulting From
Wind Action on a Building in an Area with a 50 lt,./sq. ft. Oesign Load.
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Gust velocities are derived from hourly wind velocities obtained at 200
weather statiOns across Canada, which are then multiplied by a "gust, fact'or".
The gust factor, which increases with the velocity, is based on correlations
made at a number of weather stations where both cup anemometers and
Dy'nes tube anemometers are available. The computed maximum gust veloci-
ties are shown in the National Building Code by lines of equal velocity on a
map of Canada.

For the increase of velocity with height, the l/rth power law is used, this
being a familiar aerodynamic profiIe in wind tu:nnel investigations of tubulent
flow over smooth boundaries. Experimental investigations have shown, how-

ever, that there are many variations in nature to this law. It has recently
been proposed by Devonponr [1a] that ground roughness should be taken
into account by using different exponents but the same gradient velocity. Over
flat open country a,n exponent of l/rth, over rolling and wooded country and

the outskirbs of large cities l/3.5, and for the centre of large cities l/2.5 might
be used.

Shape factors are generally based on wihd tunnel tests on elementary
geometrical models of structures. Attention is drawn to a recent paper by

Snrcnr,r, [15] in which factors relating to coefficients for various building shapes
have been correlated and in which it is suggested that the tables in the Swiss
Building Code [f6] are the latest and most extensive records available.

Tralficlaails at Toronto Subway- The construction of the Toronto Subway
by the cut-and-cover method was used as an opportunity to measure actual
loads occurring on a temporary road deck supltorted by steel beams [17].
These measurements, although extending over a limited period only, indicated
that the stresses in the steel beams due to traffic loads were very low and that
there was considerable room for economies. The published record of this work
provides good confirmation of the utility of a statistical approach to load
determination. The authors hope to continue this study during construction
of furbher stages of the Toronto Subway.

Stud,y ol failures. ft has already been noted that design loads and stresses
used at the present time are largely the result of "engineering evolution", the
values having been adjustpd from time to time on the basis of experience and
judgement or, in other words, on the basis of a consensus on past performance,
taking into account known structural failures or the lack of such failures on
the one hand, and the improvement, over the years' of the quality of the
construction materials on the other. This approach indicates the vital impor-
tance of assembling records of structural failures as a guide for future design.
Accordingly, the Division of Building Research maintains as complete a record
as possible of structural failures in Canada by collecting printed information
on such failures and by conducting its own investigation of such failures
whenever practicable.
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5. Conclueion

No structure, no matter how conservatively designed or how wen cons-
tructed, provides for absolute safety. Every structure has some finite probability
of failure even though it may be very small, of the order of one in one milrion.
Loads and strengths used in design are quantities whose upper and. lower
limits can only be stated in terms of probability. The safety of a structure cannot
accurately be expressed by a safety factor but only by the probability of its
failure. rn simplified terms it can be said that if it 

" 
prouriitity of extreme

loads is known and if the probability of extreme strengths is also known the
probability of failure can be stated [lg]. rn reality the lroblem is much more
complicated. The probabilistic approach will, however, allow a gradual improve-
ment in the judgement of those factors affecting safety which can be treated
statistically.

Advance in the field of structural design is only possible if ad.r,ance in the
analysis of structures is accompanied by 

" "o"t".poodjng 
improvement of the

knowledge of actual loads on structures. Such information tor Canada is now
being collected by the Division of Building Research of the National Research
Council. It is hoped that other organizations witl also recognize this need and
participate in this important aspect of reSearch, so that results can be shared.
on &n international basis.
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$rtrnrnery

The Paper points out that no structure, no matter how conservatiYely

designed, provides for absolute safety, because loads and carrying oapacities

of structures are variables whose upper and lower limits respectiYely, cannot

be predicted with certainty but only in terms of probability. The safety of

structures can therefore be expressed truly only by the probability of failure.

Advances in structural design must be accompanied by corresponding improve-

ment in the knowledge of actual loads on structures. Canadian studies of live

loads on buildings, and particularly a countrywise surYey of snow loads on

roofs. are described with relation to their application in the National Building

Code of Canada.

R6sum6

Les auteurs montrent qu'aucun projet,, si prudent soit-il, n'offre une

s6curit6 absolue, car les charges et la capacit6 de charge des ouvrages consti-

tuent des grand.eurs variables, dont il n'est possible de d6terrniner les limites

sup6rieures et inf6rieures qu'avec une certaine probabilit6 et non pas avec

certitude.
La s6curit6 qu'offrent les ouvrages ne peut donc 6tre effectivement exprim6e

que sur la base d'une probabilit6 d'effondrement.
Les progrds r{alisds dans le domaine de la construction des systdmes por-

teurs doivent ainsi 6tre accompagnds d'une am6lioration corr6lative de nos

connaissances sur les charges effectives.
Les auteurs exposent, les investigations ca,nadiennes sur les charges utiles

des ouvrages et, particulidrement les r6sultats d'une observation 6tendue sur

tout le paJrs concerna,nt les charges impos6es aux toitures par la neige; les

r6sultats de ces investigations sont utilis6s dans le Code National du Bd,timent
du Canada.
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Zneammenfaeeurg

Dieser Bericht weist darauf hin, da8 kein noch so sicher bemessenes Tr4g-
werk absolute Sicherheit bietet, da die Lasten und die Tragftihigkeit der
Tragwerke variable werte sind, deren obere und untere Grenze nicht mit
Sicherheit, sondern nur nach der Wahrscheinlichkeit angenommen werden
kiinnen.

Die Sicherheit von Tragwerken kann somit'wirklich nur auf Grund cler
Einsturzwahrscheinlichkeit ausgbdriickt werden. Entsprechende Verbesserung
der Kenntnisse der effektiven Lasten mtissen dieFortschritte in den Bemessungs-
verfahren begleiten.

rn verbindung mit ihrer Anwendung in den kanadischen Baunormen sind
kanadische Untersuchungen iiber Nutzlasten fiir Gebiiude und hauptsiichlieh
eine landiiberspannende Beobachtung der Dachbelastung durch Schnee
beschrieben.


